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  AUDIT OVERSIGHT BOARD ANNUAL REPORT 202316

The AOB’s oversight over auditors of PIEs and schedule funds are done through its registration, inspection and 
enforcement functions. 

The AOB has registered and recognised 41 audit firms and 387 registered and recognised individual auditors. 

The table below provides the breakdown of the number of PIE and schedule fund clients of these registered and 
recognised auditors. 

Source: The AOB.

Chart 1 further depicts the number of audit firms and individual auditors registered with the AOB as well as the 
number of PIEs audited for the last five years. The number of AOB-registered auditors has increased by 15.1% over 
the years, a positive trend indicating continuous commitments by audit firms to build capacity.

Profile of 
audit firms

Registered audit firms

Partnership with 10 and 
more audit partners

Partnerships with 5 - 9 
audit partners

Partnerships with fewer 
than 5 audit partners

Sub-total

Recognised foreign audit 
firms

TOTAL

No. of 
audit 
firms

11

17

9

37

4

41

No. of 
individual 
auditors

263

84

27

374

13

387

No. of 
PIE audit 

clients

1,027

187

37

1,251

5

1,256

% of total 
PLCs market 
capitalisation

95.6%

4.0%

0.3%

99.9%

0.1%

100%

No. of 
schedule 

funds audit 
clients

1,293

45

1

1,339

-

1,339

% of 
total 
NAV

98.5%

1.5%

-

100.0%

-

100.0%
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES
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CHART 2
5-year recognition statistics of recognised foreign audit firms and foreign individual auditors

Currently, the four recognised audit firms are from Singapore, UK and Hong Kong. Recognised audit firms must be 
an internationally affiliated network firm, with effective technical support and robust quality control from its network 
firm. The AOB relies on the oversight frameworks of the recognised auditors’ home jurisdictions to determine whether 
they are fit and proper to audit PIEs. Audit firms have to comply with international quality management, auditing, 
ethical and other assurance standards. Further, they have to be subjected to regular inspection by their home audit 
regulators.

PIEs  Recognised audit firms  Recognised individual auditors

12
13

12 12 13

4

7 5 5 5 5

4 4 4 4

2019  2020  2021  2022  2023

Source: The AOB.

MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF PIEs AND SCHEDULE FUNDS AUDITORS

CHART 1
5-year registration statistics of registered audit firms and individual auditors
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In 2023, AOB collaborated with MICPA to 
organise workshops for AOB-registered 
auditors to address the common findings 
noted during the inspection of audit firms 
and audit engagements. 

These workshops are part of a continuous 
series of capacity-building initiatives 
undertaken by the AOB to assist the audit 
profession. 

These sessions assist audit firms in 
enhancing audit quality by providing 
case studies on audit best practices in 
key audit areas such as sampling and 
accounting estimates. The workshop 
which was facilitated by representatives of 
Major Audit Firms provided an avenue for 
auditors to share experiences on key audit 
challenges. 

WORKSHOPS TO ADDRESS COMMON INSPECTION FINDINGS

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES

Three sessions held within October and 
November 2023 

176 auditors and audit personnel 
attended the sessions
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The Guidelines on Continuing Obligations for Registered Auditors (Guidelines), which set out the obligations that 
must be adhered to by a registered auditor, was issued in 2023. This is pursuant to section 31E(1)(a) of the Securities 
Commission Malaysia Act 1993 (SCMA), where the responsibilities of the AOB include implementing policies which 
contribute to an effective audit oversight system in Malaysia. 

The objective of these Guidelines is to strengthen the framework for registered auditors and ensure better monitoring 
and supervision of the registered auditors. 

The Guidelines also consolidate the annual reporting obligations mandated via circulars on the registered auditors. The 
Guidelines set out, among others, the following requirements:

Part 1 of the Guidelines 

(a) Annual Transparency Reporting
 Issuance and publication of the Annual Transparency Report by audit firms (only firms that meet the reporting  
 criteria) on its website to provide information on the governance structure of the audit firm, measures taken  
 by the audit firm to uphold audit quality, and information on the audit firm’s audit quality indicators.

(b) Statistics Gathering and Analysis Exercise
 Submission of the Statistics Gathering and Analysis (SGA) Form as prescribed by the AOB containing financial,  
 client, human resources, and training information.

GUIDELINES ON CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS FOR REGISTERED AUDITORS

MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF PIEs AND SCHEDULE FUNDS AUDITORS

Annual Transparency Reporting
A Relevant Audit Firm* must issue 
and publish an Annual Transparency 
Report on its website four months 
from the end of its financial year.

SGA Exercise
An AOB-registered audit firm, other 
than a Relevant Audit Firm, must 
submit the SGA Form as at 30 June 
to the AOB by 15 August of each 
calendar year.

* Relevant Audit Firm means an AOB- 
 registered audit firm that has more 
 than 50 PIE audit clients and total 
 market capitalisation of the firm’s PLC 
 audit client is more than RM15 billion 
 for two consecutive years as at 
 31 December.

Part 1: 

Existing Disclosure 
Requirements

Issued and effective 
on 26 June 2023
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES

Seeking Input from Investors and Other Stakeholders

In addition to being a member of IFIAR, the AOB also serves in IFIAR’s Investor and Other Stakeholders Working 
Group (IOSWG). Involvement in the IOSWG provides the AOB with an avenue to understand investors and other 
stakeholders’ expectations of auditors and audit regulators. 

The AOB has been leveraging the experience and knowledge from other jurisdictions on matters relating to investor 
protection and improving audit quality. Earlier this year, as part of IOSWG’s consultation, the AOB sought feedback on 
stakeholders’ assumptions for reasons behind audit failures. The feedback will assist the IOSWG to design activities to 
improve audit quality.    

In this regard, the inaugural engagement with the members of the IICM was held on 23 November 2023 to seek views 
from the investor group on matters regarding auditors and audit quality.  

The session was attended by representatives of some of the largest institutional investors in Malaysia such as 
Employees Provident Fund, Kumpulan Wang Persaraan (Diperbadankan), Lembaga Tabung Angkatan Tentera and 
Lembaga Tabung Haji. 
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Part 2 of the Guidelines 

(c) Change of Auditor 
 Professional clearance by the outgoing auditor to the incoming auditor when there is a change of auditor.

(d) Resignation and Removal of Auditor
 Submission of a written notification by the auditor on reasons relating to its resignation and removal as an  
 auditor to the AOB.

 Auditors must ensure–
 
� t� continuous compliance with the AOB’s guidelines throughout the validity of the registration and/or recognition; 
  and 
 t� that information disclosed or submitted to the AOB is true, complete, and accurate.

 Failure to comply with any conditions will result in actions being initiated under section 31Z and/or 31Q of the  
 SCMA or any other action deemed necessary.

MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF PIEs AND SCHEDULE FUNDS AUDITORS

Before accepting the appointment as a PIE’s auditor, the 
incoming auditor must–

t� seek professional clearance from the outgoing auditor; and

t� complete the evaluation for the acceptance of a new audit 
 engagement

The outgoing auditor must provide a written reply to the 
incoming auditor within 14 business days from the receipt of 
the request

If consent is not provided by the PIE audit client for disclosing 
additional information relating to the professional reason, the 
outgoing auditor must–

t� inform the incoming auditor of the non-consent in the 
 written reply; and

t� submit a copy of the written reply to the AOB concurrently

Upon giving a notice of resignation as a PIE auditor, the 
outgoing auditor must submit the following to the AOB:

t� a written notification setting out–
 - the specific reasons and circumstances that gave 
  rise to the resignation
 - any key audit concerns that relate to the PIE audit 
  client’s annual financial statements 
 within 5 business days; and

t� B�DPQZ�PG�UIF�QSPGFTTJPOBM�DMFBSBODF�MFUUFS

If a registered auditor is removed by a PIE audit client, the 
registered auditor must notify the AOB of such removal 
and the reasons of the removal if known to the registered 
auditor, within 5 business days upon receipt of the 
notice of removal from the PIE audit client
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The AOB’s Conversation with Major 
and Other Firms held in August 2023

Engaging the Leadership of the Audit Firms

Engagements with the leadership of the AOB-registered audit firms enable the AOB to support quality audit work. 
These engagements provide a platform for the AOB to listen to the views and challenges faced by auditors and to make 
decisions if any regulatory intervention is required. Areas of discussion included inspection findings, observations, and 
regulatory updates.

In November 2023, the first AOB Alert for ACs was issued. The aim of the 
AOB Alert is to–

t provide updates on AOB efforts to promote audit quality and key 
 development affecting the financial reporting ecosystem; and 

t facilitate the ACs to have meaningful conversation with key stakeholders.

The AOB’s Conversations with ACs and AOB Alerts are designed to ensure 
that ACs are sufficiently informed on the relevant information to effectively 
carry out their oversight responsibilities.

Read the AOB Alert at 
https://www.sc.com.my/aob/aob-alert

Attended by 74 senior auditors

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES

The Audit Oversight Board (AOB) was established under Part IIIA of the Securities 
Commission Malaysia Act 1993 (SCMA). The AOB’s mandate is to foster high 
quality independent auditing to promote confidence in the quality and reliability of 
audited financial statements of public-interest entities (PIEs) and schedule funds 
in Malaysia. 

As of 30 September 2023, the AOB’s registered and recognised audit firms and 
individual auditors collectively audit the financial statements of 1,247 PIEs and 
1,323 schedule funds.    

An inspection includes an assessment of the degree of compliance by auditors with auditing and ethical standards 
applicable in Malaysia, and the quality of the auditors’ reports of PIEs and schedule funds. An inspection may involve 
either a firm level review or engagement level review or both. 

Introduction

The AOB’s Inspections

v� ,QWURGXFWLRQ

v� 7KH�$2%
V�,QVSHFWLRQV

v� 7KH�5ROH�RI�$XGLW� 
 Committees in the AOB’s  
 Findings

v� $QQXDO�7UDQVSDUHQF\� 
� 5HSRUWLQJ

v� 6SRWOLJKW�4XHVWLRQV�E\� 
 Audit Committees

41 368 12 1,247 1,323

Number of 
registered and 

recognised 
audit firms

Number of 
registered 

individual auditors
Number of PIEs

Number of 
recognised 

individual auditors

Number of 
schedule funds

A firm level review assesses a firm’s compliance with the 
requirements of the International Standard on Quality 
Management 1��,640�����

An engagement review involves an assessment of the 
auditor’s compliance with the International Standards on 
Auditing (ISAs) and relevant ethical standards at the audit 
engagement level. The engagement review also seeks to 
determine whether sufficient appropriate audit evidence has 
been obtained to support the conclusion reached on the 
audit of PIE or schedule fund.

INSPECTIONS

Number of 
audit firms

Number of 
individual auditors

Number of audit 
engagements

Why is this alert important 
to Audit Committees?

v To provide updates on 
 the AOB and its effort to 
 promote audit quality

v To assist Audit
 Committees in engaging 
 meaningful conversation 
 with key stakeholders

CONTENTS
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The AOB conducts inspections on auditors of PIEs and schedule funds to promote high quality audits and reliable 
audited financial statements. 

CHART 3
Inspection snapshot

In-depth information on the inspection programme, including common inspection findings, results of reviews, trends 
analysis and remediation efforts taken by inspected audit firms will be presented separately in the AOB’s Annual 
Inspection Report 2023 (AIR).

No. of Registered Firms

37

9 Major Firms: Inspected annually
* Firms with more than 10 partners and 

collectively audit more than 50 PIEs with a total 
market capitalisation of above RM15.0 billion

96% PLC client portfolio 
market capitalisation covering 

741 PLCs

4% PLC client portfolio 
market capitalisation covering 

248 PLCs

28 Other Firms: Risk-based inspection 
with the aim of covering at least 

once every 5 years
* Inspection driven by referrals, complaints and 

more recently, data analytic triggers

INSPECTION COVERAGE

Number of audit firms

Number of individual auditors

Number of audit engagements

INSPECTION OF AUDIT FIRMS AND INDIVIDUAL AUDITORS

MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF PIEs AND SCHEDULE FUNDS AUDITORS
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Promoting Effective Oversight of Auditors and the Audit Process

Audit Committees (ACs) play an important role in the financial reporting process through their oversight of auditors 
and the audit process. Effective oversight by strong, knowledgeable, and independent ACs are important to enhance 
audit quality. 

The AOB’s Conversation with ACs is a platform to share the AOB’s oversight activities and observations on the quality 
of audit. The session covered the financial reporting implications of climate-related matters. There were discussions 
on the disclosure of climate-related risks and its potential impact on the financial statements of PLCs. Examples of the 
potential impact to the financial statements of specific industries such as banking, agriculture and real estate was also 
shared with the ACs. ACs were urged to ensure that there are adequate governance structures in place to monitor 
climate-related matters and engage management and auditors in a timely manner. 

Session held on 27 November 2023 Attended by 278 ACs from 249 PLCs

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES

Regional

AARG Workshop 

Hosted by ACRA Singapore from 25 to 27 September 2023, it was the first face-to-face workshop since 
2019. AARG member countries (ACRA Singapore, AOB Malaysia, SEC Thailand, PPPK Indonesia and SEC 
Philippines) together with non-AARG members, i.e. Cambodia and Hong Kong, took this opportunity to 
share knowledge and experience on audit regulation, inspection and enforcement. 

SC AOB2023 Eng D12 010324.indd   28 06/03/2024   1:19 AM
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Inspection Highlights for 2023

(A) Scope 

Non-inclusion of certain 
mandatory objectives from 
the risk assessment process

Non-identification of key 
quality risks impacting the 

mandatory quality objectives 
in the firm’s risk register

Non-performance of 
assessment (i.e. likelihood of 

occurrence, impact) on 
identified quality risks in 
providing a basis for the 

design and implementation 
of risk responses

Non-implementation of 
risk responses to address 

identified risks

Common findings identified

Risk Assessment Process

Governance and Leadership

Ethical Requirements

Client Acceptance and Continuance

Resources

Information and Communication

Engagement Performance

Monitoring

Firm review: 
International Standards on Quality 

Management (ISQM) 1 and 
Malaysian Institute of Accountants 

By-Laws (On Professional Ethics, 
Conduct and Practice) 

2023 Focus: 
The design and 

implementation of 
firms’ system of 

quality management

MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF PIEs AND SCHEDULE FUNDS AUDITORS

Data analysis of quality of auditor
based on previous inspection results

Risk of individual PLCs were 
identified objectively based on 

observable data-driven indicators 
and forward-looking information

Incorporates thematic reviews in 
addressing emerging or potentially 

systemic issues

Engagement review: 
Compliance with ISA

2023 Focus: 
Priority given to 

data-driven adverse 
financial indicators

Specific key areas identified 
as high risks

Valuation of non-financial assets

Revenue recognition

Reliance on internal controls

Going concern
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Maintaining Consistency on Audit Oversight among Fellow Regulators

The AOB continues to be involved at both global and regional levels through its membership with the International 
Forum of Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR) and the ASEAN Audit Regulators Group (AARG). Mutual sharing of 
valuable insights on regulatory best practices promotes greater consistency on audit oversight among fellow audit 
regulators.

IFIAR and AARG annual workshops and plenary meetings provide an opportunity to– 

t gain deeper insights into current regulatory regimes globally and regionally; 
t share inspection techniques; and  
t discuss common findings. 

It also serves as a platform for regulators to engage with global and regional leadership of the six Global Public Policy 
Committee (GPPC) firms on audit quality issues and initiatives.

IFIAR is the global forum for audit regulators and 
comprises 54 audit regulators from jurisdictions in 
Africa, North and South America, Asia-Pacific, Europe 
and the Middle East. IFIAR provides a forum for 
independent audit regulators to share among each 
other their knowledge and experiences, with a focus 
on inspection of auditors and audit firms.
 

AARG is a group of audit regulators consisting of 
regional regulators, namely the AOB, Indonesia’s 
Center for Supervision of the Financial Service
Profession (PPPK Indonesia), Accounting and Corporate 
Regulatory Authority of Singapore (ACRA Singapore), 
Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand (SEC 
Thailand) and Securities and Exchange Commission 
Philippines (SEC Philippines).

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES

IFIAR’s 17th Inspection Workshop

Hosted by PPPK Indonesia, the workshop 
was held in Bali from 7 to 9 March 2023. 
The AOB’s Inspection officers attended the 
workshop with more than 45 attendees from 
39 jurisdictions. Topics discussed included: 

t Global trends and possible implications 
 to audit regulators arising from 
 environmental, social, and governance 
 (ESG) reporting and assurance

t Inspection approaches and challenges 
 in relation to the new IQSM 1

t Inspections of bank audits and IT audits

IFIAR’s 2023 Plenary Meeting

Held in Washington DC from 25 to 27 April 
2023, the session was attended by members, 
observers, and other key stakeholders from 
44 IFIAR Member jurisdictions. Discussions 
focused on:

t Key developments and emerging trends 
 in the audit industry including 
 progression of audit quality

t Emerging requirements over sustainability  
 reporting and assurance

t Concerns over the attractiveness of the 
 profession

Key IFIAR and AARG Sessions Held in 2023

Global

IFIAR AARG
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(B) Industries

(C) Actions

 To mitigate the risk of future failure arising from serious audit quality concerns, the following actions have been  
 imposed on audit firms and individual partners:

 (a)  Mandatory technical consultation to be obtained from the firm’s global network in addressing the  
    appropriate accounting treatment for certain classes of transactions and balances.

 (b) Requirement to demonstrate the firm’s efforts to increase competencies and professional scepticism of  
    engagement partners, engagement team members and the Engagement Quality Review (EQR) partners in  
    key areas.

 (c)  Obligation to reperform specific audit procedures to address the inspection findings and/or to immediately  
    rectify any potential impact on the financial statements of the financial year(s) in question.

 (d) Referrals of certain inspected audit firms and individual auditors including EQR partners to the AOB’s  
    Enforcement Department depending on the severity of inspection findings.

Industries covered in engagement-level reviews in 2023

MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF PIEs AND SCHEDULE FUNDS AUDITORS

Others

Industrial products and 
services

Technology

Construction / Property

Consumer products 
and services

Energy / Utilities

Financial services

26%

14%

8%

10%

24%

12%
6%
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Proactive engagements with key stakeholders including auditors, preparers of financial statements, audit committees, 
investors and fellow regulators are important to promote high quality financial reporting and audit practices. These 
engagements help the AOB to better understand the needs and expectations of these stakeholders and align efforts for 
maximum impact.

The AOB’s Capacity Building and Collaboration Efforts in 2023

 
 

t Increased co-operation with the  
 Accountant General’s Office to 
 strengthen Malaysia’s audit licensing process

t Participated in regional roundtable
 discussions to contribute views on 
 International Ethics Standards Board for 
 Accountants (IESBA) Global Sustainability 
 Roundtables and International Auditing and 
 Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) Global 
 Roundtable on Proposed International 
 Standards on Sustainability Assurance 
 (ISSA) 5000 General Requirements for 
 Sustainability Assurance Engagements

t Continued to share  
 the AOB’s common  
 inspection findings  
 and expectations  
 on audit committees  
 through the annual  
 AOB Conversation  
 with Audit  
 Committees

t Continued to share the AOB’s regulatory   
 expectations and common inspection findings 
 at the annual AOB Conversation 
 with Auditors

t Collaborated with the Malaysian 
 Institute of Certified Public   
 Accountants (MICPA) to organise 
 workshops, ’Addressing the AOB’s 
 Inspection Findings’ and conference 
 ‘Effects of Climate-Related Matters 
 on Financial Statements’

t Engaged with MICPA to develop a 
 guidance note, Access to Audit 
 Working Papers of a Predecessor 
 Auditor

t Engaged with members of the  
 Institutional Investors Council  
 Malaysia (IICM) to obtain input on  
 how to improve audit quality

ENGAGEMENTS AND CONVERSATIONS ON AUDIT QUALITY

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS AND 
CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVES

CAPACITY 
BUILDING AND 

COLLABORATIVE 
EFFORTS IN 

2023

Professional 
bodyRegulator

Audit 
Committee / 
Management

Auditor

Institutional 
Investor
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The AOB’s enforcement actions are focused to achieve high level of compliance among the AOB’s registrants.

Responsibilities

• Conduct inquiries into possible non-compliance with auditing and ethical standards
• Assess non-compliance based on facts obtained from inquiries performed
• Impose proportionate enforcement sanctions based on the nature and severity of the breach

Achieving a Fair and Balanced Decision 

In determining the decision to be reached, there are several factors considered:

Highlights from the AOB’s 2023 Enforcement Activities

Enforcement Actions Taken in 2023

In 2023, three enforcement actions were taken for non-compliances with the relevant ISA, as shown above. Two audit 
partners were prohibited from auditing and accepting PIEs and schedule funds as audit clients for a period of one year 
and monetary fines totalling RM75,000 were imposed. One other audit partner was reprimanded. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Read more on the AOB’s Enforcement Actions at https://www.sc.com.my/aob/aobs-sanctions

Prohibitions + 
Monetary penalties Individual auditors Reprimand

Monetary penalties collected 
in 2023

Nature and severity 
of breaches

Previous regulatory 
records (if any)

Impact on the 
capital market

Conduct of the 
auditors

FACTORS 
CONSIDERED

ENFORCEMENT ON AUDIT FIRMS AND INDIVIDUAL AUDITORS

MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF PIEs AND SCHEDULE FUNDS AUDITORS
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STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENTS AND 
CAPACITY-BUILDING 
INITIATIVES
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Number of Cases Completed since 2021

The AOB’s Enforcement Observations

Year

2021

2022

2023

TOTAL

No. of referrals 
for enforcement 

proceedings

1

4

7

12

No. of cases 
completed prior 

to 2023

1

-

-

1

No. of cases 
completed in 

2023

-

2

-

2

No. of cases-in-
progress as at 

31 December 2023

-

2

7

9

 

 

AUDIT 
EVIDENCE

AUDITOR’S 
INDEPENDENCE

EQR 
ROLE

t Non-existent,
 incomplete or 
 inadequate 
 documentation
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t Failure to verify 
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t Absence of robust 
 review
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